ABSTRACT This paper focuses on the dynamic modeling, controller design, and simulation verification of a new cable-driven underwater vehicle model system, which is proposed for future application on a tension leg platform. Compared with conventional underwater vehicles, the proposed cable-driven underwater vehicle model system has a unique structure and subjects to not only unknown underwater disturbances but also time-varying nonlinear cable tractions. To achieve accurate and robust trajectory tracking control, a universal high-order nonlinear dynamic model is established with multisource uncertainties, and an integrated estimation-based adaptive backstepping terminal sliding mode controller is designed. The proposed controller utilizes the integrated estimation method to handle the multisource unknown uncertainties, where recurrent radial basis function neural network and disturbance observer are employed for the estimations of uncertainties, and adaptive robust methods are utilized for compensations of estimation errors. The backstepping terminal sliding mode control method is utilized to improve the tracking performance and converging rate. In addition, the issue of ''explosion of complexity'' occurred in a traditional backstepping design is tackled by an adaptive control method, and the input saturation problem is solved by antiwindup compensator. Based on the Lyapunov analysis, all closed-loop signals are proved to be uniformly ultimately bounded. The numerical simulations show that the developed controller is not only robust against environmental disturbances and adaptive to unknown time-varying uncertainties but also able to steer the trajectory tracking errors along the prescribed transient, thus leading to effective cable-driven underwater vehicle model system control.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the past few decades, ocean exploration has experienced a booming development thanks to the advances in marine equipment technology [1] , [2] . Among the wide variety of marine equipment, marine platform has become one of the most commonly used structures for offshore exploration and production owing to the excellent structural stability and carrying capability [3] , [4] . In order to meet the future application requirements of an underwater tension leg platThe associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ali Zemouche.
form, a new cable-driven underwater vehicle model system is proposed in this paper, which is required to perform accurate and robust trajectory tracking control along a pathway on the platform. The current work only focuses on the dynamic modeling, controller design, and simulation verification of the proposed cable-driven underwater vehicle model system, whereas the experiment verification will be addressed in our future works.
Although the proposed vehicle system doesn't have flexible mobility of multiple degrees of freedom compared with conventional underwater vehicles [5] , [6] , it has better stability and carrying capability due to the cable-driven structure. However, the cable-driven structure brings a lot of nonlinearities and disturbances to the system, making its dynamic behavior more complex. Considering the aforementioned characteristics, accurate and robust trajectory tracking control is quite challenging.
Because of the complex cable-driven dynamic behaviors, building accurate mathematical model of the proposed system is not easy. In the past decades, considerable efforts have been made to describe the complex cable-driven dynamics [7] - [9] . Compared with previous literatures, a general nonlinear mathematical expression is proposed for cable-driven vehicle model system in the current work. Inspired by Lee and Huang [10] , the highly nonlinear cable-driven dynamics are expressed as a finite combination of known nonlinear functions in this paper, based on which, a universal high-order nonlinear dynamic model is established with multisource time-varying unknown uncertainties and input saturation.
Considering the complex nonlinearities and multisource time-varying uncertainties, conventional model-based nonlinear control strategies can only give limited performance when accurate and stable trajectory tracking control of cabledriven vehicle is required. Hence, it is important to investigate new effective control method.
Adaptive control based on backstepping technique is one of the most commonly used strategies for a large class of nonlinear systems [11] - [13] . Wu et al. [14] proposed a novel adaptive backstepping controller with nonlinear disturbance observer for the longitudinal dynamics of HFV. A novel adaptive backstepping control method was proposed by Butt and Aschemann [15] for nonlinear systems with matched and mismatched unknown parameters. In the work of Luo et al. [16] , a LS-SVM-based adaptive constrained control scheme was developed under the time-varying predefined performance using backstepping technique.
However, two problems are often encountered when applying the adaptive backstepping technique for complex nonlinear systems. The first one is the parameter uncertainties and unknown external disturbances which could severely degrade the closed-loop system performance and make it hard to obtain explicit control law effectively [17] . The second one is the tedious analytic computations of virtual control laws in the recursive steps, also referred to as ''explosion of complexity'' [18] .
To solve the first problem, effective methods must be employed to estimate and compensate for the uncertainties. Neural network [19] - [22] and disturbance observer [23] - [26] have attracted numerous researchers' interests during the past decades. In the work of Zhang et al. [27] , a robust adaptive backstepping control based on RBFNN was proposed for re-entry attitude tracking control of near space hypersonic vehicle. An adaptive dynamic program (ADP) algorithm based on three neural networks (NNs) was applied to solve the HJI equation [28] , based on which, a novel nonlinear control scheme was proposed. In the work of Liu et al. [29] , kinematics uncertainty in RLFJ robot was first studied by a nonlinear observer, and an adaptive control scheme was proposed. A new fractional-order sliding mode control (FOSMC) based on a nonlinear disturbance observer was proposed to investigate the stabilization and disturbance rejection for fractional-order nonlinear dynamical systems with mismatched disturbances [30] . An extended disturbance observer based sliding mode control method was proposed for general nth order systems with mismatched uncertainties [31] . Recently, some integrated estimation methods based on neural network and disturbance observer have been studied when dealing with complex multisource uncertainties. In the work of Talkhoncheh et al. [32] , a neural network observer was developed to estimate the unmeasured states, based on which, an adaptive tracking controller was designed. An adaptive tracking controller was developed for a class of strict-feedback nonlinear uncertain systems, on the basis of neural network and disturbance observer [33] . Compared with the single estimation methods, the integrated estimation method improves the anti-jamming ability of the system. However, the coupler design between NN and DO has rarely been considered, which needs to be further investigated.
''Explosion of complexity'' is another significant issue, which is mainly caused by repeated differentiations of the virtual control laws in recursive steps [16] , [32] . Especially for high-order nonlinear systems in the presence of unknown disturbances, the derivatives of virtual control variables become more and more tedious considering the growing order of the controlled systems and the unexpected noises and disturbances, which will increase the calculation burdens dramatically and finally ends in the differential explosion. In the existing literatures, many techniques have been employed to solve this problem. Dynamic surface control was utilized by introducing the derivative of first-order filter output instead of conventional intermediate variables [32] , [34] - [36] . In the work of Huang and Chen [37] , function approximation was used to estimate the uncertainties and derivatives of virtual inputs. In the work of Ginoya et al. [24] , a disturbance observer was utilized to estimate the derivatives of virtual inputs. In the work of Chen and Ge [38] and Bu et al. [39] , differentiators were used to exact derivatives of signals.
Another technical challenge for cable-driven vehicle control is the input saturation caused by physical actuator [40] . The undesirable input saturation will influence the stability of the control system and even make the entire system unstable. In many literatures, anti-windup compensators were utilized to reduce the influence of input saturation [41] - [43] . In the work of Chen et al. [44] , Low gain feedback technique was utilized to achieve the robust consensus of fractional-order multi-agent systems with input saturation and external disturbances. A constrained control allocation was transformed into a convex quadratic programming problem and a recurrent neural network was employed in the work of Chen and Jiang [45] , to solve the problem of input saturation.
Motivated by the aforementioned analyses, dynamic modeling and trajectory tracking control of a new cable-driven underwater vehicle model system are addressed in the current work. To sum up, this paper mainly solves the following three problems:
1) A novel underwater solution with cable-driven vehicle system is provided in the current work, which may expand the future application ideas of the offshore platforms. To the best of the authors' knowledge, such a cable-driven vehicle system has been rarely used in offshore industries. 2) To deal with the multisource unknown uncertainties with unknown upper bounds, an integrated estimation method is employed based on RRBFNN, DO and adaptive robust compensation. Compared with single estimation method, the proposed integrated estimation method has better estimation error compensation and anti-jamming ability. 3) A comprehensive adaptive backstepping terminal sliding mode control method is proposed to ensure the accuracy and robustness of trajectory tracking. Compared with conventional adaptive backstepping control method, more constraints of the system are considered and resolved, i.e., the ''explosion of complexity'' issue is tackled by adaptive method, and anti-windup compensator is introduced to reduce the influence of actuator saturation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II establishes the universal nonlinear dynamic model and formulates the trajectory tracking control problem. Section III proposes the nonlinear trajectory tracking control scheme, and presents the detailed deriving and proving process of controller design. Section IV validates the previous analysis and design through simulation cases and discussions. Section V demonstrates the conclusions and some future works.
II. MODELING AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. SYSTEM MODELING
As shown in Fig. 1 , the proposed cable-driven underwater vehicle model system is installed on an underwater tension leg platform. Driven by the hydraulic winch and closed-loop cable-wheel system, the underwater vehicle is regulated to move along a pathway on the platform. The proposed cable-driven underwater vehicle model system contains the following important properties: 1) Highly nonlinear cable-driven dynamics: Although the cable-driven structure has good stability and load carrying capacity, it exhibits high nonlinearity. Especially for the case of insufficient cable stiffness, unexpected cable tension fluctuations are more likely to occur. 2) Multisource unknown uncertainties:The unmeasured frictions, unknown underwater disturbances, and timevarying hydraulic parameters bring various unknown uncertainties to the system, which could severely degrade the closed-loop system performance and make it hard to obtain explicit control law effectively. 3) Input saturation: Due to the limited output torque of hydraulic winch, the system suffers from inherent actuator saturation, which may influence the control effect and even make the entire system unstable. In order to achieve accurate and robust trajectory tracking control, the aforementioned characteristics should be considered. To facilitate controller design, a simplified schematic model is established, as shown in Fig. 2 . The major forces in the cable-driven vehicle model system include: output force of hydraulic winch, cable tractions, and frictions. The entire cable is divided into three subsections, and the highly nonlinear cable dynamics of each cable subsection is expressed as a finite combination of known nonlinear functions viz.
, where δ i denotes the deformation of the cable subsection i, K i1 and K i2 are stiffness coefficients [10] . Frictions mainly exist between winch and cable, wheel and cable, as well as between vehicle and the ground. Since they are closely related to the running state of the system, the exact values are very difficult to measure and calculate.
According to Newton's second law of motion and law of rotation, the dynamics model of cable-driven vehicle model system is described as follows.
is the same as the radius of hydraulic winch, q i , i = 1, 2 denote the angular displacements, J i , i = 1, 2 denote the moments of inertia of the hydraulic winch and guide wheel, n denotes the reduction ratio of the hydraulic winch, τ s is the output torque of hydraulic winch, F f denotes unknown friction between the vehicle and ground, F d = 0.5C d ρAẋ 2 denotes the water resistance, where C d is the drag force coefficient of the underwater vehicle, ρ is the water density, A is the sectional area of underwater vehicle in the direction of motion, F f 1 and F f 2 denote unknown frictions between wheels and the cable, λ i , i = 1, 2, 3 represent other unknown external disturbances, including the unknown underwater disturbances, time-varying hydraulic parameters, and the leak of hydraulic systems, etc.
Due to limited output torque of hydraulic winch, there exists input saturation as
where τ m denotes the known magnitude of the saturation limit, sat(·) and sign(·) denote the saturation function and unit sign function, respectively. The differences between the unconstrained and constrained actuator outputs are defined as
Define the system state variables as
T , the dynamics model of cable-driven vehicle model system is rewritten asẋ
where f (·) are known nonlinear functions, f (·) denote the unknown modeling errors caused by unknown frictions, d (·) represent the unknown compound uncertainties caused by external disturbances. Specific expressions of above functions are shown below.
To improve the adaptability of our approach, the mathematical model (4) is further extended to a general nth order nonlinear uncertain system, as demonstrated below.
. .
where u is the control input, y is the output of system, n is order of the system, and n has to be even. f i , i = 2, 4, . . . , n are known, smooth nonlinear functions, f i , i = 2, 4, . . . , n are unknown modeling errors, u denotes the control input uncertainty caused by input saturation, d i , i = 2, 4, . . . , 2n − 2 and d n are unknown mismatched and matched disturbances respectively. Our objective is to develop a controller to regulate the output of high-order nonlinear system to track the desired trajectory, regardless of system nonlinearities, input saturation, modeling errors, and external disturbances. The control problem is mathematically stated as follows.
Control Problem: Given the system dynamics model (5) and desired trajectory x 1d , derive an effective nonlinear control law to generate the control input u, so that the tracking error x 1 − x 1d can converge uniformly and asymptotically to zero as t goes to ∞.
To facilitate controller design, following assumptions are required.
Assumption 1: There exist positive constants Y 0 , Y 1 . . . , Y n such that the desired trajectory x 1d and its time derivatives 
III. ADAPTIVE TRAJECTORY TRACKING CONTROLLER DESIGN A. CONTROL STRATEGY
As analyzed before, the discussed cable-driven vehicle model system exhibits complex high-order nonlinearities, and subjects to multi-source uncertainties and input saturation, which can severely degrade the closed-loop system performance and even make the entire system unstable. To achieve trajectory tracking control, an integrated estimation based backstepping terminal sliding mode controller is proposed, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The proposed controller mainly consists of the following three parts: 1) Integrated estimation: An integrated estimation method is proposed to handle the unknown multisource uncertainties, utilizing RRBFNN and DO for uncertainties estimations, and adaptive robust method for estimation error compensation, which relaxes the known boundary requirement of uncertainties and helps improving the anti-jamming capability. 2) Adaptive backstepping terminal sliding mode control: Adaptive backstepping terminal sliding mode control method is chosen as the main framework of proposed controller, which helps improving system robustness and convergence efficiency. In addition, the issue of ''explosion of complexity'' occurred in traditional backstepping design is tackled by adaptive control method. 3) Anti-windup compensator: To reduce the influence of input saturation, an anti-windup compensator is employed.
In order to give readers a better understanding of the specific design principle, a flow chart of the proposed controller is presented in Fig. 4 . It is clearly seen that the whole system is divided into n subsystems, and the virtual control law designed in the previous subsystem will act as the instruction of the next subsystem. According to different model characteristics, different control methods are employed in odd and even subsystems. In odd subsystems, after the tracking errors are calculated, Lyapunov design methods are employed to obtain the virtual control laws, whereas in even subsystems, integrated estimation methods are added to deal with the multisource uncertainties. Besides, in subsystems of orders greater than 3, adaptive methods are utilized to compensate for the issue of ''explosion of complexity''. In the designing process of the last subsystem, terminal sliding mode control is employed to improve system robustness and convergence efficiency, and anti-windup compensator is utilized to reduce the influence of input saturation.
Adopting the above design methods, accurate and robust trajectory tracking control of proposed cable-driven vehicle model system can be achieved. The detailed design process of the adaptive trajectory tracking controller is shown below.
B. THREE-LAYER RECURRENT RBFNN
Inspired by the work of Han et al. [46] , a three-layer Recurrent RBFNN is utilized to estimate the unknown modeling errors, viz. f i , i = 2, 4, . . . , n, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The principle of RRBFNN is introduced as follows: Input Layer: There are n neurons in the input layer, and the output values of each neuron are as follows:
where u i (t) is the ith output value at time t, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Hidden Layer: Gaussian function is adopted as the activation function, as shown below.
where ξ j (t) denotes the center vector of the jth hidden neuron at time t, h j (t) − ξ j (t) is the Euclidean distance between h j (t) and ξ j (t), and η j (t) is the radius or width of the jth hidden neuron at time t. h j (t) is the input vector of the jth hidden neuron described by where y(t − 1) is the output value of output layer at time t-1, v j (t) denotes the connection weight from output layer to the jth hidden neuron at time t. Output Layer: There is only one node in this layer, and the output is as follows:
where W(t) = [w 1 (t), w 2 (t), . . . , w m (t)] T is the connection weight matrix between the hidden layer and output layer,
T is the output vector matrix of the hidden layer.
Estimation Error Analysis: If RRBFNN is utilized to approximate an unknown and continuous function f (x), the estimation value can be expressed aŝ
And the actual function can be rewritten as
where ε(x) is the approximation error which satisfy |ε(x)| ≤ε withε > 0. It has been proved that RBFNN can smoothly approximate any unknown and continuous function f (x) with arbitrary precision [47] . Therefore, f (x) can be rewritten as
where W * T is the optimal weight, ε * (x) denotes the optimal approximation error. The optimal weight of RRBFNN can be given by
Using the optimal weight value yields
C. CONTROLLER DESIGN During the designing procedure, following tracking error variables are defined:
where x 1d denotes the given ideal trajectory, x id , i = 2, . . . , n are the designed virtual control laws.
Step 1: The tracking error dynamics of subsystem 1 iṡ
The virtual control law x 2d is designed as
where
Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate
Utilizing the virtual control law, the time derivative of V 1 is derived asV
where σ 10 is designed positive constant, and the design parameters are chosen to satisfy the condition k 1 − 1 2σ 10 > 0. It can be concluded from (19) thatV 1 < 0 as long as
10 ). Remark 1: Apparently, if z 2 is converged, the state tracking error z 1 will be bounded. Hence, it is proved that under the proposed virtual control input x 2d , the tracking error z 1 is converging and bounded to a specified compact set z1 which can be defined by z1 =
Step 2: Utilizing optimal RRBFNN, the time derivative of state variable x 2 is rewritten aṡ
where W * T 2 is the optimal weight matrix, 2 is the radial basis function, ε * 2 is the smallest approximation error. The tracking error dynamics of subsystem 2 is derived aṡ
To estimate and compensate for the unknown modeling error f 2 and external disturbance d 2 , following integrated estimation function is utilized:
whereŴ T 2 2 is the RRBFNN utilized to approximate f 2 , andŴ T 2 is the designed weight matrix,ε 2 is the estimation of ε * 2 ,d 2 is the disturbance observer utilized to estimate d 2 ,
is an adaptive robust term designed to compensate for the observation errord 2 , andδ 2 is the estimation of
The disturbance observer utilized in (22) is designed aŝ
where ϕ 2 is the auxiliary variable, and λ 2 > 0 is the designed parameter. Based on (20) and (23), one can obtaiṅ
whereW
The parameter updating laws of IE 2 are designed aṡ
The virtual control law x 3d is designed as
where k 2 > 0 is the designed parameter. Theorem 1: Utilizing integrated estimation function (22) , parameter updating law (25) , and virtual control law (26), tracking error z 2 can converge to a specified compact set.
Proof 1: Consider the Lyapunov function candidate as
Substituting (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) into (28), one can obtaiṅ
Considering the constraints |φ 2 | ≤ 1, ḋ 2 ≤d c2 , and ε * 2 ≤ε 2 , the time derivative of V 2 can be further derived aṡ 
Remark 2: AssumeW 2 ,δ 2 , andḋ 2 are bounded, and then 2 will be bounded. Moreover, if z 3 is bounded, the state tracking error z 2 will be converged. Hence, it is proved that under the proposed virtual control input x 3d , the state tracking error z 2 is converging and bounded to a specified compact set z2 defined by z2 =
Step 2j−1 (j = 2, . . . , n/2−1): The time derivative of z 2j−1 isż
The original virtual control law
However,ẋ (2j−1)d is too complex to calculate. Takeẋ 3d as an example, according to (26) ,ẋ 3d is calculated aṡ
Apparently, the calculation ofẋ 3d will bring considerable computational burdens. As the backstepping procedure goes, the situation will be more and more serious, which may eventually cause the ''explosion of complexity'' problem. Inspired by Wu et al. [14] , an adaptive method is utilized to tackle this problem. To facilitate the remaining design procedure, following assumption is required.
Assumption 3: There exist positive constants χ i such that the time-derivatives of virtual control laws x id , i = 3, . . . , n satisfy |ẋ id | < χ i , i = 3, . . . , n.
To avoid ''explosion of complexity'' problem, the new virtual control law x (2j)d is designed as
where k 2j−1 > 0, ς 2j−1 > 0,p 2j−1 is the adaptive term with the updating law as follows.
Theorem 2: Utilizing virtual control law (34) and parameter updating law (35) , the state tracking error z 2j−1 is guaranteed to converge to a specified compact set.
Proof 2: Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate
The time derivative of V 2j−1 is derived aṡ 
Step 2j (j = 2, . . . , n/2−1): The dynamics model of subsystem 2j also contains unknown modeling error and external disturbance. To compensate for the effects of model uncertainties, integrated estimation function is also utilized here: (39) whereŴ T 2j 2j is utilized to approximate f 2j , andŴ T 2j is the designed weight matrix,ε 2j is the estimation of ε * 2j ,d 2j is the disturbance observer utilized to estimate d 2j ,δ 2 2j z 2j δ 2j z 2j +c 2j e −a 2j t is an adaptive robust term designed to compensate for the observation errord 2j , andδ 2j is the estimation ofd 2j , a 2j > 0, c 2j > 0.
Similar with (23) , following disturbance observer is utilized:d
where ϕ 2j is the auxiliary variable, and λ 2j > 0 is the designed parameter.
The virtual control law x (2j+1)d is designed as
wherep 2j is the adaptive term designed forẋ
The parameter updating laws are designed aṡ
The time derivative of V 2j is derived aṡ
Combining the deriving methods presented in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, one can obtaiṅ 
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Auxiliary variable 2j is defined as follows. Then (45) is rewritten aṡ
Remark 4: AssumeW 2j ,δ 2j , andḋ 2j are bounded, and then 2j will be bounded. Moreover, if z 2j+1 is bounded, the state tracking error z 2j will be converged. Hence, it is proved that under the proposed virtual control law x (2j+1)d , z 2j is converging and bounded to
Step n−1: The time derivative of z n−1 is derived aṡ
The virtual control law x nd is designed as
where k n−1 > 0, ς n−1 > 0,p n−1 is the adaptive term with following updating laẇ
Selecting the similar Lyapunov function candidate and deriving method with (36) and (37), one can obtaiṅ Therefore, similar conclusion can be drawn: under the proposed virtual control input x nd , the state tracking error z n−1 is converging and bounded to a specified compact set z(n−1) which can be defined by
Step n: Unconstrained control law design without considering input saturation.
Without considering input uncertainty caused by saturation and utilizing optimal RRBFNN, the time derivative of state variable x n is rewritten aṡ
where W * T n n is the optimal RRBFNN to approximate modeling error f n , ε * n is the smallest approximation error of modeling error f n .
The tracking error dynamics of subsystem n is derived aṡ
To improve the system robustness and rate of convergence, terminal sliding mode control method is employed. An integral sliding mode surface is established with following structure:
where λ > 0 is the designed parameter. Based on (52) and (53), the time derivative of sliding mode surface is obtained as:
To compensate for the model uncertainties, following integrated estimation function is utilized.
IE n =Ŵ
T n n +ε n +d n +δ 2 n z n δ n z n + c n e −a n t (55) whereŴ T n n is utilized to approximate f n , andŴ T n is the designed weight matrix,ε n is the estimation of ε * n ,d n is the disturbance observer utilized to estimate d n ,δ 2 n z n δ n z n +c n e −ant is an adaptive robust term designed to compensate for the observation errord n , andδ n is the estimation ofd n , a n > 0, c n > 0.
The disturbance observer is designed as follows.
whered n is the disturbance estimation, ϕ n is the auxiliary variable, and λ n > 0 is the designed parameter.
To improve the convergence efficiency and make the system states evolve on the given sliding manifold, following terminal reaching law is employed:
where τ > 0, σ > 0, 0 < r < 1. The actual control law u is designed as
wherep n is the adaptive term designed forẋ nd .
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Moreover, the parameter updating laws are designed aṡ
where r n1 > 0, r n2 > 0, r n4 > 0, α n > 0, β n > 0. Theorem 3: Utilizing integrated estimation function (55), actual control law (58), and parameter updating law (59), the subsystem discussed is step n is converged, and the state tracking error z n is guaranteed to converge to a specified compact set.
Proof 3: Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate
c n a n e −a n t (60)
Substituting (58-59) into (61), one can obtaiṅ
n s 2 δ n s + c n e −a n t − c n e −a n t ≤ −τ s
Considering the constraints |φ n | ≤ 1, ε * n ≤ε n , and ḋ n ≤d cn , the time derivative of V n can be further derived aṡ 
≥ 0. n is a defined auxiliary variable, and it is expressed as follows.
Obviously, it can be concluded from (63) thatV n < 0 as long as s 2 
sequently, the decrease of V n will drive s into the boundary
Therefore, it is proved that under the proposed control law u, the sliding mode surface s is bounded to a specified compact set as
Based on (53), following equation can be obtained.
Considering the boundary of s presented in (64), one can obtain
Therefore, it is proved that under the proposed control law u, the state variable z n is bounded to a specified compact set as
Step n+1: Constrained control law design considering input saturation.
To solve the problem of input saturation, we employ the anti-windup compensator [41] - [43] aṡ
where w is the state of the auxiliary design system, k > 0 is a designed parameter, µ is a small positive designed parameter. Considering the input saturation, the actual control law u is redesigned as 69) where IE n is same with (55), and the parameter updating laws are same with (59).
The disturbance observer utilized in IE n is redesigned aŝ
Theorem 4: Utilizing anti-windup compensator (68) and actual control law (69), the effect of input saturation is restricted, and the state tracking error z n is guaranteed to converge to a specified compact set.
Proof 4: Considering input saturation, the tracking dynamics of subsystem n are expressed aṡ
The time derivative of V n+1 is derived aṡ
Combining with previous deriving result in Theorem 3, one can obtaiṅ
where σ n6 are designed positive constants, and the parameters are chosen to satisfy the condition τ −
Utilizing the same deriving method in Theorem 3, the convergence of subsystem n can be guaranteed, and the boundaries of s and z n can be expressed as
Under the proposed control scheme, the uniformly ultimately bounded convergences of all closed-loop signals are guaranteed.
Proof 5: It has been proved that utilizing the designed virtual control laws and actual control law, the state tracking errors z i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n are guaranteed to converge to specified compact sets, regardless of the input uncertainties, modeling errors, and external disturbances. The boundaries of tracking errors z i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n derived before are summarized as follows:
. . .
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As shown in (76), the boundaries of |z i | , i = 1, . . . , n − 1 are related to the values of their next tracking errors z i+1 , i = 1, . . . , n − 1. According to previous analysis, i , i = 2, . . . , n is bounded, therefore, z n is guaranteed to be converged, and then z n−1 is converged. Consequently, z i , i = 1, . . . , n − 2 are converged. Hence, the uniformly ultimately bounded convergences of all closed-loop signals are guaranteed. Moreover, the tracking errors can be guaranteed to converge to small neighborhoods of the origin by choosing the designed parameters appropriately.
Chattering Problem Handling: Chattering is a well-known problem with sliding mode control, which is usually caused by the utilization of the discontinuous function sign(s). In this paper, the chattering problem is not serious since the gain parameter of sign(s) is σ |s| r (see equation (69)), which is related to the value of s. When the sliding surface is switching near zero, the gain parameter σ |s| r is very small, so the influence of chattering problem is greatly reduced.
However, this doesn't solve the chattering problem completely. To annihilate the chattering problem, the discontinuous function sign(s) in the control input (69) is replaced by following saturation function:
where is the boundary layer introduced around the sliding surface s = 0. Utilizing the saturation function sat(s), the high frequency switching phenomenon around s = 0 is avoided. Hence, the chattering problem can be solved.
IV. SIMULATION A. SIMULATION PREPARATION
Numerical simulations of trajectory tracking of a 6th order cable-driven vehicle model system are carried out in this section. The parameters of simulation model are presented in Table 1 . The performance of the proposed controller is compared with two other control methods viz. (a) adaptive backstepping terminal sliding mode control, (b) integrated estimation based backstepping control, as shown in Table 2 . A-BTSMC utilizes adaptive terms to replace RRBFNN and DO for uncertainties compensations, which can be given bŷ ϕ 2 i z î ϕ i |z i |+τ i e −n i t , and the adaptive law is chosen asφ i = r i |z i |. I-BC utilizes conventional backstepping control law rather than terminal sliding mode control law at the final step of controller design. The backstepping terminal sliding mode control parameters of I-BTSMC are selected as 
B. CASE 1: UNIFORM TRAJECTORY TRACKING CONTROL UNDER SIMPLE UNCERTAINTIES
In case 1, the vehicle is required to achieve uniform motion tracking control under time-varying multisource unknown uncertainties. The reference trajectory is selected as x 1d (t) = 1 + t. Time-varying uncertainties are selected as To further illustrate the differences of tracking performances of the three control methods, data comparisons of the three control methods in steady-state stage are shown in Figs. 9-10 . Among the three kinds of data, absolute mean value reflects the control precision, maximum absolute value and mean square error reflect the stability and fluctuation range of tracking errors. Apparently, the control precision and stability of I-BTSMC in steady-state is better than A-BTSMC and I-BC. Moreover, the performances of external disturbances estimations are shown in Fig. 11 . It is shown that the proposed VOLUME 7, 2019 method can achieve perfect estimations of the external disturbances. The control input of case 1 is shown in Fig. 12 . It is seen that the control input without a compensator hit the bound of the actuator and suffer from chattering at the beginning of the simulation, whereas the performance has been improved by anti-windup compensator.
Hence, from the aforementioned simulation results in case 1, we may draw the conclusion that the performance of I-BTSMC is better than A-BTSMC and I-BC for uniform motion tracking control under multisource time-varying uncertainties.
C. CASE 2: INTEGRATED TRAJECTORY TRACKING CONTROL UNDER COMPLEX UNCERTAINTIES
In case 2, the cable-driven vehicle is required to achieve integrated motion tracking control under multisource piecewise time-varying and state-dependent unknown uncertainties. 
The multisource piecewise time-varying and statedependent uncertainties are selected as follows.
The trajectory tracking performances are presented in Fig. 13 . The tracking errors of all the variables are demonstrated in Figs. 14-15. To further illustrate the performance difference of the three control methods, data comparisons of the three control methods in steady-state are shown in Figs. 16-17 . The performances of external disturbances estimations are shown in Fig. 18 .
Compared with case 1, the reference trajectory and multisource uncertainties of case 2 are more complex. The unknown uncertainties of case 1 are time-varying with known upper bounds, whereas the multisource uncertainties of case 2 are not only piecewise time-varying, but also statedependent with unknown upper bounds. Therefore, better estimating and anti-jamming capabilities are required for case 2.
From Figs. 13-17, similar conclusions can be drawn: the performance of I-BTSMC is better than A-BTSMC and I-BC with better control precision and stability. Moreover, compared with case 1, more serious oscillations are observed for A-BTSMC and I-BC, as shown in the locally enlarged images of Figs. 14-15, whereas the trend of I-BTSMC is basically consistent. Besides, it is shown by Fig. 18 that although the external disturbances have become more complex, the proposed method can still achieve good disturbance estimation. The control input of case 2 is shown in Fig. 19 , which also demonstrates the effectiveness of anti-windup compensator.
From the aforementioned analyses, it can be concluded that compared with A-BTSMC and I-BC, the proposed controller performs better with higher steady-state precision, smaller oscillation, and better capability of resisting disturbance, hence, it is more suitable for cable-driven underwater vehicle control. 
D. INVESTIGATION OF NONLINEAR CABLE DYNAMICS
Although accurate trajectory tracking is achieved by the proposed I-BTSMC scheme, the system variables exhibit complex nonlinear variations, especially at the beginning stage. To identify possible causes of this phenomenon, analysis of the nonlinear cable dynamics is implemented in this section.
Define the tension of cable subsection i in Fig. 2 as  F i , i = 1, 2, 3 . The dynamic responses of F i , i = 1, 2, 3 in the two simulation cases are presented in Fig. 20 . From the simulation results of cable tensions, following characteristics can be summarized. 1) Nonlinear variations are observed for the overall performances of cable tensions, but the situation is particularly serious at the beginning. This phenomenon is mainly caused by the following two reasons: (1) the state of system suddenly changes from static to dynamic at the beginning, but the energy transfer in the cable takes time. As a result, the energy distribution on the cable is uneven, the energy of cable element which is in contact with the active hydraulic winch is the largest, whereas the energy of cable element which is far away from the hydraulic winch is weak; (2) the starting point of the expected trajectory is different from that of the system variable.
2) The nonlinear fluctuations of F 1 and F 3 are more complex than that of F 2 at the beginning. This phenomenon is mainly caused by the following reason: the cable subsections 1 and 3 are connected to the hydraulic winch, therefore, their dynamic behaviors change directly without any buffering once the system starts to run. Comparatively speaking, the two ends of cable subsection 2 are both connected to the passive devices; hence, the sudden change of energy is partially offset by the transfer medium. 3) Compared with case 1, the nonlinear fluctuations of case 2 are more complex, especially around 5s and 15s, when system uncertainties mutate. Based on above analyses, it can be concluded that the sudden changes of system states and uncertainties are the main cause of nonlinear sudden change of cable dynamics, and the sudden changes are more serious for the cable subsections which are directly connected to hydraulic winch.
E. DISCUSSIONS OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS
According to the aforementioned simulation results, it is clearly shown that the proposed controller can achieve accurate and robust trajectory tracking despite the presence of nonlinear cable-drive dynamics, multisource unknown uncertainties, and input saturation. Moreover, the proposed controller exhibits better tracking accuracy and stability than two other control algorithms. Therefore, the proposed controller is proved to be effective and suitable for the cable-driven underwater vehicle control.
However, following two undesirable problems are observed: (1) The transient performance of the proposed controller still needs to be improved, especially at the initial adjusting stage; (2) The control inputs vary widely in a short time at the initial adjusting stage, which may exceed the actual response capability of the hydraulic winch.
In addition to the nonlinear cable-driven dynamics, the aforementioned two problems are mainly caused by the use of too many extra variables and the lack of parameter optimization mechanism. To deal with the multisource uncertainties and achieve the control target, too many extra variables are utilized in the control algorithm, which turns the original system into a high dimensional closed-loop system, thus the transient performance may be poor. Besides, to achieve fast convergence in initial stage and accurate trajectory tracking in steady-state, the parameters are tuned to be a little aggressive, which may bring fluctuations to the performance of initial stage.
To tackle the above two problems, the control algorithm needs to be simplified and some parameter optimization mechanism needs to be considered, which will be addressed in our future works.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a new cable-driven underwater vehicle model system is proposed for future application on a tension leg platform. Firstly, a general nth order nonlinear uncertain mathematical model is established to describe the complex cable-driven dynamics. Secondly, to achieve accurate and robust trajectory tracking, an integrated estimation based adaptive backstepping terminal sliding mode controller is designed, with following critical problems considered: multisource unknown uncertainties, explosion of complexity, and input saturation. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme is verified through plenty of numerical simulations.
Theoretically speaking, the proposed control method can apply to any unknown uncertainties as long as they are bounded, as described in Assumption 2, since the design of control algorithm does not require any knowledge of the uncertainties in advance. Utilizing the proposed control method, the known boundary requirements of uncertainties are relaxed, thus leading to better anti-jamming ability. Therefore, the control algorithm designed in this paper can be widely used for the uncertain systems in engineering applications. However, the effectiveness of the control method needs further verification when facing with more complex actual uncertainties.
Besides, although it is shown that the developed controller can achieve accurate and robust trajectory tracking despite the presence of unknown uncertainties and input saturation, following problems should be considered before the actual application:
1) In order to obtain better transient performance, the control algorithm needs to be simplified, and the parameter optimization mechanism needs to be considered. 2) More actual system constraints and uncertainties need to be considered in controller design, such as the time-varying hydraulic parameters, input delay, input dead-zone, and the actual response capability of the hydraulic winch. 3) In order to limit the fluctuations of the cable tensions and improve the stiffness of the system, mechanical tensioning device should be considered in the system. Actually, this paper belongs to the early design stage of the cable-driven underwater vehicle system, so the aforementioned practical problems have not been considered, but the above problems will be addressed in our future works. His research interests include nonlinear control of nonholonomic mobile robot and underactuated autonomous underwater vehicles, and coordinated control of multiple autonomous vehicles. VOLUME 7, 2019 
